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and everybody has reached in your reaching

the moment you will arrive to that ocean

the whole world will become one for you

yes one person can reach at a time

but silently everybody has reached too

in fact for the first time when you fall out of your individual consciousness

you melt and merge with everything that surrounds you

then the other becomes you

more you than you

you see the other as you and you do not even remember yourself

each person you look at…

you see your face

and you become the other

and you completely forget that i am here too

each person becomes you

it is a very strange experience

when you are absent

everybody becomes you

and not only human beings…

also the animals…the birds…the trees…

the river…the butterfly…the rocks…

everything becomes you

you want to take care of every particle of existence

it is like a mothers womb

there is no other

and life is a great celebration

for the whole beauty of life and this experience of life

there is no other

where are we all going ?

this whole plane of existence is expanding continuously

and you too are responsible to share your love

you are here to share your bliss

so do not look at me

search in yourself

know that you have the treasure

begin to share

we should ignite people…one by one

it is not about any individual

it is about each and every person who is living

this message is for you

i will be grateful to you the day you will celebrate

because then you have heard the true message

you have understood 

question     is there any common goal for all the people who are coming 

on the planet...on this earth ? why we are here ? i always have 

had this question…is this the same for all human beings or is this 

very personal and individual for every person ? everybody has to 

find his own way and his own goal for this life ?

each individual is the world

you are the universe…reflected…

when you are reaching the truth

everybody reaches the truth

because all you see around you is truth

you are the world itself

there is nobody separate from you

this is one ocean of life

the moment you reach

something in the whole world reaches

you raise the whole ocean
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